September 30, 2013
VIA Fax
Brian Moynihan
Chairman, President, CEO
Bank of America Corporation
100 N. Tryon St.
Charlotte, NC 28255
(704) 386-5681

Dear Mr. Moynihan,
This letter is an invitation from an international group of One People who are individually accessing our value to deposit
into new personal and business bank accounts, possibly with Bank of America.
This action is based upon the July, 2012, UCC filing by The One People’s Public Trust that foreclosed on governments and
banks. (We have enclosed a copy of this filing.) As such, we know banks are now repurposing products and portfolios to
adapt to a new business paradigm of transparency. We’re offering Bank of America an opportunity to be on the leading edge
of this new business paradigm.
Each of us is accessing our value from a pool of funds underwritten by this UCC filing. With each of our respective initial
funding deposits of $500M, we’ll provide Bank of America with a 10% discount fee as part of this new retail environment.
I’ll follow up with you by phone October 7, to discuss which appropriate Bank of America private banker(s) in your organization we can work with, who will meet our needs in opening numerous new accounts. We have a number of community
projects in development so we’re looking for both personal and business accounts. We expect these accounts to be active by
Friday, the 11th of October, reflecting our credit. Each account will have an available balance of $500M minus the 10% discount fee to Bank of America.
We’re speaking with one energetic signature to access our value, operating from an energetic accounting of selfresponsibility and personal liability. As such, I’m writing this letter not as a representative but as one of many looking to
open new individual accounts.
I look forward to speaking with you on Thursday.
Sincerely,

BZ Riger
Seattle, WA
Phone: 360. 547 9518
Cc: Board of Directors, Bank of America Corporation
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